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Abstract: The production process of multimedia learning material includes many participants, tasks, and 
tools. The system described in this paper combines all data from the development and production proc-
esses into one semantic web based and XML-coded system. A system was created to support the devel-
opment and production processes, which  follows the principles of a comprehensible quality assurance 
system. This includes didactics, ergonomics, technical and artistic aspects.  All specialists and developers 
are enabled to make their decisions and contributions based on a shared process repository.  

 
Concepts 
 

Today’s authoring systems (e.g. HTML-editors, XML-tools, or other, so called “authorware”) focus mainly on 
one part of the production process. They are intended for implementing a learning or teaching module after the concept 
and course material is complete. The majority of process-relevant information is documented and communicated using 
other tools: text editors or word processors. Typical process information includes: user descriptions, didactical concepts, 
use scenarios, and quality requirements. 

Theoretically, XML has the potential to combine all process-relevant data into a unified database. Ideally, all in-
formation (i.e. context information and content data) is meshed in a semantic web. The meshing process though should 
remain a creative process for human experts in combination with a content management system. The context information 
(e.g. didactical, technical, content, usability or organizational related information) must be available during this creative 
process in order to make  conceptual decisions. 

The classical gap which often exists between analysis data and actual system design is well known in the world 
of software engineering. Integrated development environments are intended to overcome the discrepancies which arise 
because of the gap in the information flow. The first step is to offer a common database for all participants and process 
phases. 
 
 
Process Model 

 
The underlying process model for our system is adapted from the iterative ISO 13407 (1999) process approach 

to fit into the CSCL production context. It is combined with a quality assurance model from Dzida and Freitag (2001) for 
usability which is expanded to focus on didactical and technical fields of interest. The following approach is strongly in-
fluenced by the scenario-based design approaches used in the field of software engineering. The central goal of the proc-
ess model is to implement a consistent decision chain (see Holtzblatt and Beyer (1996), and Kritzenberger, Hartwig and 
Herczeg (2001) and Rosson and Carroll (2002)). This chain begins with context information (e.g. use scenarios) and ends 
with product attributes (cf. Hartwig, Triebe and Herczeg (2002)). This makes it possible for the development team (e.g. 
content authors, didactical experts, usability specialists, producers, and quality assurance managers) or external evaluation 
persons to track any product attribute back to its original concept and contextual foundations. It also encourages all par-
ticipants, each with different expertise, to understand why something is required or vital to the development or production 
processes.  

If a specific didactical approach is chosen (e.g. an “explorative model”) this leads to a concrete design strategy 
on how to structure the information blocks and how to connect them. This may be specified as a requirement, which can 
be checked later in a quality assurance test. Following the ideas of usability, the next step is to derive a minimum level of 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. In this example a minimal requirement would be that the software solution is 
less complicated and time consuming than the paper-based method. The next step is to define testable criteria to assure 
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that the technical implementation does not contradict the original concept. These criteria can then be used to setup a pro-
duction guideline and to do quality assurance management. 

The goal of a holistic system is to utilize all the process data to communicate between different participants in 
the development and production processes and to document the quality management relevant decisions in a central data-
base.  
 
 
Combining Content and Context Objects in a Unified Database 

 
The different types of information which evolve during the development process can be seen as information “ob-

jects” or knowledge “frames” (cf. Hartwig, Kritzenberger and Herczeg (2000) and Kritzenberger and Herczeg (2001)). 
These objects have attributes similar to those from the object-oriented software development world.  For example, a user 
description has user attributes like age, disposition, goals or skills. A development decision (e.g. didactical) has a reason-
ing and links to pertinent information; e.g. an attribute of the user description or to resulting requirements for the design. 
The interconnectivity logic of all these objects creates a semantic web. 

The objects build the data base and the connecting links carry implicit or explicit relational information (e.g. 
“this observation leads to this decision” or “this product attribute contradicts the criteria of …”). If an object is a speciali-
zation of a more general object this relation is called a “parent-child” relation and the parent may propagate its informa-
tion to its children (“inheritance”).  

The goal of our system is to support building such objects into a semantic web (cf. Kritzenberger and Herczeg 
(2001)). In practice, the structure and the contents of this semantic web are not always well defined at the beginning of 
the process and it evolves during the entire lifecycle of the learning module. Attributes are added as soon as analysis (e.g. 
an evaluation review) discloses them or the production process needs them. New types of connections appear when the 
different participants review and re-reason their previously-made decisions. Therefore a supporting software system has 
to allow the adaptation of the structure and the contents of the semantic web by its users throughout the development and 
production processes.  

Modeling the context information in one system and modeling the content data in another deepens the gap be-
tween analysis and design. The specialized supporting experts mainly use different forms of text formatting systems in 
order to keep their context information; while producers use content objects like HTML-pages or Macromedia Flash™ 
elements. Context information and content data have to be unified and connected. There already exist standards, such as 
the IEEE Learning Objects Metadata (2001), to model content data. The system must be able to take such external stan-
dards in consideration. Figure 1 shows the main structure of the semantic web structure. In practice, the first iteration of 
such a process is based only on rough assumptions and common knowledge  instead of detailed analysis data. The under-
lying process model tries to overcome this potential drawback. The evaluation phase is taken as a second analysis phase 
as well. Valuable use data is gathered during on-site usability testing (see Dzida and Freitag (2001) for details) and fed 
back into the next iteration. An integrative tool supports this dynamic process; making it possible to trace the effect of 
each change in the context of use, down to the product design decisions. 

The process previously described is based on a falsification approach. It is assumed in this approach that as long 
as no specific fault has been determined, the product quality is acceptable. A falsification approach avoids wasting time 
and money on worst-case scenarios.In our system the majority of process context information is connected to potential 
deficiencies as a consequence of the falsification approach. Potential deficiencies are identified during evaluation proc-
esses and reviewed using their context information. The original concept decisions and design rationale related to these 
potential deficiencies must first be evaluated before they can be called deficiencies.  

 
 
Backtracking and Tracing 
 

One of the main goals of our system is to support the backtracking of decision chains. This allows critical review 
of the decisions and their compliance to system requirements. All links within this semantic web are automatically bidi-
rectional in order to support backtracking. If, for example, a product attribute conflicts with a specific criteria then this 
product attribute illustrates the contra-meaning of the criteria. Additionally, if, for example, a decision is based on a user 
description, it is vital to be able to comprehend the effects of a change in this user description.  
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Using an Inheritance Mechanism 
 

Generally, the number of objects grows rapidly if such an object-oriented model is applied. The implicit inheri-
tance of a hierarchical structure is supported explicitly by the system to cope with the rising complexity of objects and 
their interconnection.  

In a complex and long-termed production process it can not be assumed that the participants have a thorough un-
derstanding of information structures, implicit inheritance, and abstraction levels. Our principle use case is a long-term 
production process (3-5 years of production) with approx. 120 participants. Therefore our system supports an adaptable 
explicit inheritance mechanism. “Explicitly” means that the inherited data is not only linked to the currently viewed ob-
ject, but automatically augments the object’s attributes. This makes the object self-contained and the users do not have to 
understand or follow the hierarchy if they do not want to.  

 
 

Support for all Participants 
 

The initial impulse to develop our integrative system was to overcome problems with the low efficiency of a 
document-based quality management and decision processes in the German flagship project “Virtual University of Ap-
plied Science”. If the producers had questions about how to implement certain product attributes, the support department 
(didactics and ergonomics) had to write individual reports reasoning their decisions. If, years later, another team needed 
assistance with a similar problem, it was often difficult to retrieve the older decision. When the first evaluation results 
from the usability testing were available, changes in the criteria and in many basic assumptions evolved. It was not obvi-
ous to determine if and how past decisions were affected by these changes. 

In the project “medin” the production process is based on Microsoft Word™ documents from the content au-
thors, which were originally transformed into web-sites using HTML-Editors by the producers. The content authors know 
little about HTML-technology and therefore they are not able to implement their final changes to the learning modules 
without the assistance of the producers. Since the content authors and producers are geographically separated, communi-
cations of future content changes is often time-consuming. It became evident that our system must enable all participants 
to easily contribute information with respect to their area of competence. Another system requirement was to make the 
decisions and their interconnectivity transparent.  

 
 

Implementation 
 

The main principle of the system is to use the XML-meta language as the data modeling base for context infor-
mation as well as content data: thus bridging the previously mentioned gap in information flow. Unlike pure XML-
editors, our system combines XML-transformation (similar to a XSLT processor) with explicit inheritance. This system 
core is called “XMendeL”: a combination of “XML” and the name of the discoverer of inheritance “Mendel”.  shows the 
main system components of XMendeL. The system contains a standard SQL-database (mySQL) which stores the XML-
tagged attribute data (context information as well as content data) and their interconnectivity. Binary data (e.g. pictures, 
video clips), word-processor-documents, interactive contents is stored in a central resource repository on the server file 
system. This application core of XMendeL offers the central functionality of generating self-contained objects in context 
specific views. The resulting input/output is then made available to all the participants using three different interfaces: a 
standard web browser, import/export, and web-services.  

 
 
Summary 
 
Using bi-directional links and inheritance proved helpful to structure and classify the evaluation results and to connect 
them to the project guideline. The decision review process runs more efficiently compared to the text-processor approach. 
The authors believe that a unified semantic web approach as described in this paper is an efficient alternative when work-
ing on a complex task such as learning material development with a large variety of human expertise. 
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Figure 4: Object model with its interconnectivity                 Figure 2: Main tool structure 
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